
Drill starts with 2 's and 2 's on each half wall.  's are

shooting on red goalie and  's are shooting on black goalie

 spots puck in corner, two players from each team jump off

line to get puck

If   retrieves, they transition back to their end and pass to

players on half wall - but if   retrieves, they stay on same side

and compete 4v2 in the split zone

Key Points

Use the point support, these players need to stay on half wall

Quick transitions from zone to zone

Coach sets up 4 cones as shown, drill begins with one person on each
cone. On whistle players must skate to opposite cone, stop, then race
for the puck. The goal is to get control of the puck and score a goal.
Everyone else is trying to steal the puck and score as well, so it's
essentially 1v3.
Progressions:

Players turn, full circle, mohawk, start backwards then pivot

forwards on cone

Players can to to any cone before puck (doesn't have to be

opposite cone)

Can play 2v2 or 3v3 in any sized area without a goalie. Nets need to be
properly size so kids can easily move them.

 is designated player to be the "goalie" and can push/turn the net
anywhere in the playing area. Other players are trying to score on the
net wherever it is. 
Progressions

For beginners have it 2v0 with the "goalie" trying to prevent the

net from being scored on (make the game scorers vs goalies)

With bigger playing areas include a second puck

Might have to institute a "net can't be pushed against the boards

rule" if kids pick up on how that can make things easier

Key Points

Main teaching point of this game is for the kids to spread out and

communicate for passes to score. The net can move quicker to

avoid the shooters so you can't simply skate the puck to the net.
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Backcheck- back pressure enabling teammates to step up

Small Area Game - 4 vs 2 Transition 10 mins
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You Against the World 8 mins

Moving Target Game 8 mins
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 starts drill by skating towards coach

Coach passes at any time to .

 has to make it back to the net for a shot and  has to

defend.

Find out new ways to create space to make the shot.

Progressions: Have rules for offensive player (must stay in circle,
anywhere in zone, must take shot within X seconds, etc.)

 starts on knees, pressures puck and talks with backchecker (

)

 starts on dot, must tag red line before jumping back in play

1 and  2 start with backs touching wall at the blueline

1 to break across blue line while  2 strides up wall, and

then jumps back into the play via board lane

Coach blows whistle to activate play, and will pass to either FWD

for the rush

Play it out

MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK

Key Points

Hard, fast and intense game situation,   must force play

Drill starts with a 2v2/3v3 in one end, play it out. On whistle coach
dumps a puck to the other side of the ice. The offensive team ( ) must
backcheck hard and get into defensive positions to prevent goal against
the next offensive team ( ) who are looking to retrieve the puck and
attack the net quickly. Drill is designed to be continuous, going back
and forth.
Can even make this 1v1 to focus on good backcheck techniques.
 

Key Points

Team transitioning to defense must communicate and get into

defense roles (ie., not everyone go to puck carrier, gain Dside

positioning, protect the house, etc.) quickly.

Offense look to attack quick before opponents can set up

Goal Scoring - Manage Space 8 mins
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1/4 Ice 2v1 with Backcheck 8 mins
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Get Back 2v2 or 3v3 8 mins
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1 carries puck to far blue line and kicks it out to one side,

continues to drive to the net

2 has three options:

Shot/Pass off pads

Hit  1 

Hit  3 in the far dot lane

Add  as a back checker who the coach releases at different

times (early/late) and from either side

Then add in 2   +   so it is a 3 vs 2 with back check

Key Points

Drive the net hard

Kicking pass off right before blueline without going offside

3 vs 0 Zone Entry With Back Check 5 mins
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